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Digitizing Records using a Diamond Cut Productions DCP-47K-F Flat 

Response Magnetic Phono Cartridge Preamplifier  

 (Operating Instructions - Procedures) 

The Diamond Cut Productions DCP-47K-F flat response magnetic phono cartridge preamplifier is intended for use 

with Diamond Cut Production’s audio software which contains a Virtual Phono Preamplifier.  Most phono 

preamplifiers include an RIAA curve within its design circuitry, which produces some distortion and does not 

perfectly re-create the RIAA curve.  The DCP-47K-F produces a ruler-straight response across the entire audio 

spectrum. By transferring your record(s) via the DCP-47K-F and then processing them through the Diamond Cut 

Productions Virtual Phono Preamplifier you will be able to apply a variety of choices of EQ curves (including the RIAA 

curve) to the transferred record file. The Virtual Phono Preamplifier software algorithm then applies any of many EQ 

curves with mathematical precision and lower inter-modulation distortion added to the signal.  Because the 

phonograph signal is being transferred “flat” you can also perform fractional speed mastering or high speed dubbing 

without distorting the records EQ curve (called EQ Shift)*.  These capabilities are beyond that of analog based 

phonographic EQ systems.   

*Note: For more information on the avoidance of EQ Shift, please refer to Diamond Cut Productions AN-14. 

 

DCP-47K-F Top View 



 

 

 

DCP-47K-F Rear View 

Requirements 

1. Turntable and Moving Magnet phono cartridge  

2. Stylus having appropriate dimensions for the record type to be transferred 

3. DCP-47K-F Flat Response Magnetic Phonograph Preamplifier 

4. Computer System with a sound card having line level stereo inputs 

5. A sound system 

6. Your Choice of Diamond Cut Audio Restoration Software found at 

https://www.diamondcut.com/st3/product-category/software/ 

7. Power Outlet Strip with a Surge Protector 

8. For more information, please go to www.diamondcut.com   

 

Setup Procedure 

Important Note:  Perform the following Setup Procedure with the power to the outlet strip turned off so that 

electrical transients do not damage any of your audio equipment during the system construction process.   

Keep all audio cables as short as possible and locate your turntable away from sources of magnetic fields (such as 

transformers, motors, or your computer system itself).  Maintaining around 2 to 3 feet of distance between the 

turntable and your other electronic equipment is prudent to minimize noise pickup by the moving magnet phono 

cartridge due to stray magnetic fields (which could produce elevated hum and/or buzz levels in your transfers). Try 

to locate the equipment in a straight line with the turntable on one side of the setup, then the preamp, the computer 

monitor and then the sound system amplifier on the opposite side.  It is advisable to mechanically isolate the 

computer from the table on which the turntable resides to minimize computer fan and hard drive noise from 

conducting into the turntable tone arm.  If possible, place the computer on the floor beneath the table or place the 

turntable on its own table adjacent to the main workstation table.  It is also advisable to mount the speakers on the 

wall behind the workstation rather than on the workstation or turntable table to minimize feedback from the 

speakers to the turntable pickup.  

Plug the preamp power supply into the outlet strip and plug the DC outlet jack from the power supply into the 15 

VDC input of your Preamplifier.  Plug the left and right output of your turntable into the corresponding L and R inputs 

of your Flat Response Magnetic Phono Cartridge Preamplifier.  Often, the right channel RCA output jack is red in 

color, and the left channel is usually either black or white.  Sometimes, they are the same color, but have an L and 

an R stamped into their molds.  To maintain the proper stereo image, be sure to keep all left and right channel signals 
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going to the proper input(s) during this procedure.  Connect the output L and R preamp outputs to your sound card 

line level inputs.  You can do this with an RCA to 1/8 inch TRS cable which is commonly available.  If your sound card 

line input has RCA inputs, just use an RCA to RCA patch cord to connect the two together.  Be sure not to connect 

them to the mic level inputs of your sound card as this will produce serious clipping of the phonograph signal.   Next, 

connect the turntable grounding strap wire to the 3-way binding post on your preamp.  Sometimes, it is 

advantageous to connect another wire between the 3-way binding-post of your preamplifier over to the chassis of 

your computer (keeping that connection as short as possible).  This second grounding pathway can further reduce 

the possibility of ground loop induced hum into your signal path, but it is optional depending on your setup.  Lastly, 

plug your sound system inputs into the line (or headphone/speaker) output jack of your computer soundcard 

(observing L and R channel integrity). 

It is advisable that all of your Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) equipment be plugged into the same power outlet 

surge suppressor strip to minimize ground-loop hum.  This includes the turntable, the preamp power supply, the 

computer*, computer monitor, and the computer sound system.  When the power outlet strip switch is turned on, 

you should see the LED on the preamplifier glow indicating that it is receiving power.  You can leave the preamplifier 

on continuously, since it only draws about 1 Watt from the power source (adding around 10 cents per year onto 

your electric bill).  If this is of concern, you can turn off all the power to your DAW via the on/off switch on the system 

surge protector / power strip. 

 

*Note: Most tower computers include a line level input (the blue jack on the back).  Most laptop computers do not.  

If you are going to use a laptop (not recommended) then you will probably need an external USB soundcard. 

 

Record Transfer Procedure (Basic Method) 

1. Set up your turntable and tone arm consistent with the manufacturers specifications based on the 

record type to be transferred.  Be sure that you chose the correct stylus.  (A chart can be found in the 

Diamond Cut Productions Software Helpfile and/or users guide as an aid.)   

2. Be certain that the tracking is set properly for the turntable system/phono cartridge and stylus that you 

will be using.  Set the speed of the turntable to the same value required by the record (unless you plan to 

do fractional speed re-mastering). 

3. Set up a directory on a hard drive to hold all the raw files that you will be creating. 

4. Launch your Diamond Cut Productions Audio Restoration Software. 

5. Click on the red record icon/button on the top toolbar. 



 

 

 

The Record Dialog Box 

6. Select the desired sample rate (minimum recommended value is 48 kHz, but 96 kHz is also commonly 

used). 

7. Select the desired Resolution (24 bits is commonly used). 

8. Click on the Red Record Button in the record dialog box and then click on the Pause Button.  The dialog 

box should indicated “Rec Pause” (in green). 

9. Play a portion of the record and use the soundcard utility to adjust the VU meter level so as to keep the  

bars someplace in the middle of the meter scale, but not clipping.  Clipping of the signal will happen 

when peaks hit 0 dB and the Red LEDs above the VU meters light momentarily.   

10. Be aware that listening to this flat transfer is extremely out of tonal balance (almost no bass and too 

much treble).  This is normal at this stage of the process and is corrected by subsequent processing using 

the Virtual Phono Preamp.  

11. Now, you are ready to transfer the record.  Click on the Red Record Button and the “Rec Pause” indicator 

should change to “Recording” (in red).  Keep the volume level on the audio system very low during the 

transfer to avoid any acoustical feedback effects; keep the level almost at an inaudible level. 

12. When the transfer is complete, click on the “Stop” button.  Then, click the “Save” button and steer the 

recorded file to the desired directory.  It is advisable to put a suffix onto the file name like “raw transfer” 

or “r” to differentiate this file from files that you will be creating during the restoration process.  The 

recorded file will then appear on the software time domain display after a short period of time.  You can 

now exit the Record dialog box by clicking on the “X” found in its upper right corner. 

13. Important Note:  The order in which the remaining processes are performed must be followed; switching 

the order will impact your results. 

14. Open the Virtual Phono Preamp (VPP) found under the Filter Menu.   In the upper left side of the VPP 

dialog box, click on “Flat Preamp” under “Preamp Hardware” (the center checkbox in that group). 

15. Now, click on the “Record Type” based on what type of recording you are dealing with.  Alternatively, 

you can go to the “Presets” which offer more choices.  The descriptive presets of most interest start with 

the names of “Flat Preamp xyz”.  Chose the one which best fits the record you are working with. 

 



 

 

 

VPP set for the Flat Preamp playing Stereo LP Records 
 

16. If the record is laterally cut monophonic, click on the “Mono” checkbox.  If the record is vertically cut 

monophonic, then click on the “Verticals (L-R)” checkbox in order to decode hill and dale (vertical cut) 

recordings.  (If the record is stereophonic, do not check the mono checkbox.) 

17. Now, click on “Preview” and the sound should not be much more natural in spectral balance compared 

to the raw transfer (you can use the bypass button to hear the difference between the raw and 

processed audio signal). You can now bring your audio system volume up to a comfortable level and if 

you hear a lot of low frequency noise or “rumble” click on the “Rumble Filter (30 Hz)” checkbox to 

reduce that noise.  It will not eliminate it completely; that will happen later on in the restoration process 

when you apply the Continuous Noise Filter (CNF).  If you note that the “Overload” LED is lighting (red), 

then bring the VPPs Volume control slider down until it stops lighting up. 

18. Run the VPP by clicking on the “Run Filter” button.  After that process is complete, you can close the 

VPP. 

19. Save the file under a new name to differentiate it from your raw transfer, which should be kept as an 

archival representation of the original transfer. 

20. Now, bring up the Filters/Impulse Noise/EZ Impulse Noise Filter (found under the Filter Menu).  Adjust its 

controls as per the instructions found in the Helpfile or User’s Guide found in the Diamond Cut 

Restoration Tools software. 

21. After you have completed that process, convert the file down to 44.1 kHz and 16 bits (assuming it is not 

that format already).  The converter is found under the Edit Menu/Change Sample Rate/Resolution. 

22. Once that has been completed, continue on to the Continuous Noise Filter found under the Filter Menu.  

Again, adjust its controls as per the instructions found in the Helpfile or User’s Guide.   

23. Once that is completed, you can edit the file, enhance it, chop it into individual tracks, fade each track in 

and out, and so forth.  The sky is the limit as to what you can do to create your final product given all the 

editing and effect features available to you; this is where your own imagination and creativity comes into 

play.   

24. Enjoy yourself!  It is a lot of fun and very rewarding to take damaged audio and create a high quality re-

Mastered result. 

 

 



 

 

Record Transfer Procedure (Live-Mode Method) 

You can also use your flat preamplifier in conjunction with your Diamond Cut Audio Restoration software as an 

audio system and play your records “live” without pre-processing.  As you are listening, the system can apply the 

proper EQ and also remove transient noise on the fly.  As an added benefit, you can chose to record the results of 

your Live-Mode processing onto your hard drive while listening. This process involves the use of the Multifilter 

which includes three filters cascaded together including a high-pass filter, the Virtual Phono Preamp and the EZ 

Impulse Filter.  Numerous descriptive presets have been set up within the Multifilter for ease of use and they begin 

with the word “Flat Preamp xyz”.  Choose the preset that seems most appropriate for the recording you are 

working with.  If none are found, chose any one of them and then go to the VPP and select a preset that fits your 

situation and then go to the EZ impulse filter and look for an appropriate preset to reduce the impulse noise (or 

adjust it manually to your liking). 

Note: Be sure that your soundcard application has the monitor/mixer feature turned off so as to avoid creating a 

feedback loop. 

 

 

 

Multifilter Setup for playing Stereo LPs in Live Preview Mode 

1. Use the same “Setup Procedure” outlined earlier in this document. 

2. Bring up the Multifilter found under the Filter Menu. 

3. Browse through the Presets and find the grouping that begins with “Flat Preamp . . . “ and choose the one 

that best fits the record type that you are going to be playing. 

4. Click on the “Live Preview” button and the record dialog box will pop up.  Chose the desired sample rate 

and resolution (recommended is 48 to 96 kHz sampling rate and at least 16 bits resolution).  Then place 

the stylus on your record, and you will hear the sound coming out of your speakers. 

5. You can “fine-tune” any of the three filters in the line-up for optimal results. 

6. If you select the “Log…” button, your recording will be stored and can later be placed in the directory of 

your choice via the “Browse” feature. 

7. Further processing can be performed on the stored file on a non-real-time basis.  For example, you can 

apply the Continuous Noise Filter (CNF) or any effects to your file later on. 



 

 

 

Specifications 

(Typical) 

(Subject to change without notice) 

Phono Cartridge Type Compatibility: Moving Magnet type (MM) 

Voltage Gain: 29 dB  

Input Connectors: 2 x RCA type (Gold Plated) 

Output Connectors: 2 x RCA type (Gold Plated) & 1/8th inch Stereo TRS type 

Input Termination Resistance: 47,000 Ohms 

Input Termination Capacitance: 5 pF (not including turntable cable capacitance) 

Output Impedance: 1000 Ohms @ 1 kHz 

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz +/- 0.5 dB 

Slew Rate: 4 V/uSec (measured directly at outputs with no output cable connected) 

Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.03% @ 1 KHz 

Maximum Output Level: 8 Volts Pk-Pk @ 1 kHz into 50 kOhm Load Resistance 

Signal to Noise Ratio (S/N unweighted): 80 dB 

Turntable Grounding Connector: 3-Way Binding Post (Gold Plated) 

Indicators: 1 Power-On LED (Green) 

Operating Temperature Range: +5 to +40 degrees C (non-condensing dew point) 

Power Input:  2 – 18 VDC 

Dimensions:  3.5” x 2” x 1.5” 

Power Supply: Wall Wart type, 120 VAC, 60 Hz input (~1 Watt power draw), 15 VDC Output 

Shipping Weight: 1 Lb. (preamp + power supply + shipping materials) 
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